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ANNEX 

EVALUATION SCHEiVlE FOR SHORTHAND TEST 

S.No. Nature of Mis take 

Omission of a 
vvoi'd / fiaure. 

Omission or wrong 
insertion of a 
Punctuation MariT 
including Capital 
betters. 

Use of space after 
punctuation marks. 

Improper 
between 
words. 

Spacing 
two 

Substitution of a 
vxrong word / 
figure in place of 
word / figure 

i die la led. 

I Spelling Brror in a 
: word or a wrong 
. fiiiurc. 

Evaluation Scheme 

URE - ' S ' 

One Mistake for every such omission. For example, if the 
word "deny" dictated by the orator has not been typelj by the 
candidate, one mistake will be counted. 

Half Mistake for every omission or wrong insertit 
Punctuation Mark including that of Capital 
However, mistakes will be counted in respect of 
Capital Letters only and not otherwise. Further, in 
repetition of same mistake of essential Capital Lei. 
same will be counted as one mistake only, irrespectiv 
of such mistakes. 

311 ot a 
Letters. 

Essential 
case of 
ter. the 
e of no. 

As regards commas, in case of essential commas o 
mistake would be counted for every such omission 
insertion. 

or 
niv h a l f 

r v v r o n a 

Permissible Spaces 

Closing Brackets ; One 
Hnd of Sentence by Full Stop : One or Two 
Comma : One 
Mr./Mrs. : No space / One 
Question Mark : One or Two 

If more or less space(s) than the aforementioned are given-
half mistake for each such wrong space will be courted, bui 
total one mistake irrespective of number of same type of 
errors. 

Half Mistake for every improper spacing. For exam 
different words say "have taken" are Joined like "hav 
or extra space between two letters of a single word lit 
taken" or '"h ave t aken1' is given. 

pie. two 
etaken" 
e"have 

One Mistake for every such wrong substitution. For 
example, if the word "deny" has been dictated by the orator 
but the candidate has typed "delV". one mistake will be 
counted. 

I 
Similarly, if the figure "50" has been dictated b) the orator 
but the candidate has typed "15", one mistake will be 
counted. However, if a figure is written correctly either in 
numeral or words, both will be accepted and will| not be 
counted as a mistake. I 

If same spelling error is repeated while typing the passage, 
total one mistake irrespective of number of errors, otherwise 
(if spelling error is different), one mistake for every such 
spelling error. However, spellings of unfamiliar names will 
not be counted as mistake. 

i 

Similarly, one mistake for every wrong figure. | 








